Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: All
speculations and foreign projects will fail and bounce on planners with
disappointment and disgrace; the Iraqis are keen to keep their Iraq

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stated: “All speculations and
foreign projects will fail and bounce on planners with disappointment and disgrace, pointing
out that Iraqis are the most keen to keep their Iraq

\r\n

His eminence called on to start rehabilitation and care of Iraqi women, not just raise
slogans, in spite of the difficult financial conditions of the country, noting that all the
potentials utilized for the women of Iraq will result in creating a society that is mature,
conscious and healthy.

\r\n

This took place during a speech Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, in his office in Baghdad Saturday,
29/10/2016, marking the annual Islamic Day of Opposing Violence Against Women, which marks
the day when the women and children of the Messenger of God were taken captives to Al-Sham
(the Levant), on the first day of Safar in 61 of Messenger Mohammad Migration, after the
martyrdom of Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) and the family of Imam Hussein and companions
who were beheaded.

\r\n

His eminence stated: “for a decade, the Iraqi women suffer a large deal of violent pressure,
that had left obvious effects on the Iraqi women and afflicted them psychologically, yet the
Iraqi women has survived so far, because of their long history, strength, high spirit and
ability to adapt, pointing out that pressure, conditions and practices had exhausted them
and affected in their psychological structure.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim indicated: with the presence of the dark terrorism on our land and our
fierce fight against it, the direct and indirect violence against women arrived limits that
exceeded perceptions, Takfiri ideology terrorism had systematically focused more to break
the psyche of women, and practiced savage methods with women, the least was captivity and
sexual assault, and with the existence of millions of displaced people, most of the burden
and suffering of the displaced families\' plight was applied on women precisely, because
they are out of their personal kingdom and home and asked to provide the minimum needs for
the family.

\r\n

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance rejects arousing sectarian strife and hatred among
Iraqis, stressing that no one is entitled to prevent Iraqis from participating in the honor

-of liberating their land, adding: \" from Mosul, we will rebuild the Iraqi society and re
mount our national borders and define our common future.\"

\r\n

Adding: “Iraq refuses a non-Iraqi upper hand, and receiving plans from outside its borders
and national spaces:, stating \"We have to think and act in the spirit of the people who
reject all barriers, to build a nation that respects its citizens.\"

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim explained: \"We are aware of the difficult and long road, but we had
crossed the danger mark and the challenges, now we are in the process of setting priorities
and boost confidence, for without confidence in each other and without trust in our ability
to co-exist and without confidence in the unity of this great nation, we can not win and
continue to work.\"
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